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People live in a community in virtue of the things
which they have in common; and communication is
the way in which they come to possess things in
common. What they must have in common in order
to form a community or society are aims, beliefs,
aspirations, knowledge — a common understanding.
Not only is social life identical with communication,
but all communication is educative.

John DEWEY
Democracy and Education

1916 

There is more than a verbal tie between the words
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our mission

we model 
communication ideas 

relevant  
to the community



our vision

we envisage 

in the community

to accelerate 
positive & sustainable interventions 

the potential of communication



our
      values

we value 
the authentic culture of 



our
 aims

we explore and exploit the communicationcapital in order to make visible themes andvalues of societal interest

we articulate communication&advocacystrategies and resources for the community 
we create opportunities for communicationinterventions and community dialogue withthe intention of causing persistent change - atindividual and community level - in knowledge,attitudes, behaviours, social norms, beinginspired by the Social and Behaviour ChangeCommunication Model

we educate the public about communication inorder to make it resilient to informationdisorder

 



sustainable
 development

communication has been recognised as

playing a key role
 in the accomplishment of

the UN 2030 Age
nda, through its po

tential to

build and deliver 
credible messages able to

raise awareness or mobilise diverse aud
iences

on Sustainable De
velopment Goals 

- SDGs

we support, get involved in and initiate

activities focused o
n the values of su

stainable

development; we are especially concerned

with SDG4 SDG5 S
DG11 SDG16
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Electoral education program to
improve the ability to decode
electoral messages delivered by
politicians or the media in the
context of elections. 

It includes a roleplay simulation
exercise for a mock election with
an emphasis on marketing
strategies and political
communication.

The Campaign.





Romanian ElectionsVisual Archive 
Non-partisan project to document the history ofvisual communication of Romanian electoralcampaigns carried out since the ‘90s, both bycollecting advertising materials produced bypolitical parties and independent candidatesduring the elections, and by analysing the politicalcommunication of political competitors, asreflected in posters and electoral adverts, variousprinted or digital campaign materials or pressmaterials containing the media coverage of theelections. 

The project is built sustainably by the fact that thecollected electoral materials (documentary fund) willbe used to establish the virtual electoral museum“House of Elections” – a symbolic and accessiblespace, a place for collective memory (lieu dememoire) dedicated to the cultural and politicalheritage represented by Romania’s recent history, inparticular the electoral history.





SocietyCommunicationPolitics
SCoP 

Online editorial project thatencourages the community’s curiosityfor decrypting information andpatterns of socio-politicalcommunication practices. 

Through content written in a friendly,accessible manner, SCoP capitalisesand popularises the varied thematicregister of communication, intendingto provide the interested public withkeys and interpretive tools of someprocesses, decisions, interests,circumstances that the media oftentends to simplify, stereotype or evenomit .





Initiative to activate the
community and make it a
participant in sustainable
local development by
contributing to the co-
creation or reconfiguration ofa city brand with the help of
communication tools,
strategies and models

Cammunicatingthe City





Democratic Lawfulness Library 
Initiative to communicate 
the culture of lawfulness by
promoting the anti-corruption
reading & education , as well as
the intra-community dialogue 
on good legality practices and
the negative consequences of
the corruption subculture





GenderCommunication“(Non)hostile words: the need for
inclusive public communication” isan information-awareness and
advocacy campaign on the practiceof inclusive, gender-sensitive
language in institutional
communication (gender-sensitive
communication). 

The campaign aims to raise
awareness against language
stereotypes by encouraging
community dialogue on activating acultural change in communicativebehaviour.

&



Whether you’re a potential partner 

who believes we’d work well together, 

or you want to involve yourself as a

member or volunteer, 

we’d love to hear from you.

Let’s get 
the conversation started!

interested in our activities?

Contact Us and Start the Conversation:

Social-Political Communication Lab
12 Calea Bogdanestilor 

300392 Timisoara (TM) ROMANIA
T: +40 727 375 921
F: +40 371 617 400

contact@laboratoruldecomunicare.org
www.laboratoruldecomunicare.org
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